Unlike traditional linear interpolation algorithms, which compute all kernel pixels locations, a novel image interpolation algorithm that uses the preliminary pixels kernel and extrapolated pixels adjustment has been proposed for interpolation operations. The proposed interpolation algorithm is mainly based on the weighting functions of the preliminary interpolation kernel and linearly extrapolated pixels adjustments. Experimentally, the proposed method demonstrated generally higher performance than state-of-art algorithms mentioned with objective evaluations as well as comparable performances with subjective evaluations. Potential applications may include the ultrasound scan conversion for displaying the sectored image.
INTRODUCTION
Image interpolation is a widely used operation, in digital image processing, which works by using known data or variables to estimate new pixels 'values at unknown grid points or locations, without sacrificing the original or source image quality. Image interpolation quality is, therefore, one of the aims pursued by interpolation algorithm developers and it mainly requires that source image features be reconstructed accurately, on a larger two-dimensional grid, to preserve or avoid sacrificing original image details [1] , [20] , [10] . Many works on image interpolation kept focusing on the minimization of visual artefacts -by either fitting the interpolation function linearly using larger interpolation kernel, as the key strategy to achieve higher performance or adaptively taking some image samples into account [2] , [3] . For example, in [9] , efforts have been made to minimize the relentless image interpolation artefacts by turning the interpolated value into the weighted mean between the pixel value corresponding to the smallest absolute difference and traditional bilinear interpolation value. In [5] , a bilinear interpolation optimization method using ant colony algorithm has been introduced to tackle the isotropic assignment of pixels values in the effort to minimize visual artefacts related to such an assignment. In [4] , a method based on the statistical selection of the pixel value closest to the traditional bilinear interpolation value has been proposed to efficiently tackle the image edge blurriness problem. In [6] , the optimization scheme based on the nearest neighbor algorithm has been proposed with the main objective to improve the speed of the traditional bilinear interpolation algorithm by replacing the traditional bilinear with the nearest interpolation algorithm when the four nearest pixels have the same value. In [8] , the author demonstrated the effects of rounding functions on the accuracy of the bilinear interpolation algorithm. In [7] , a novel ant colony optimization-based interpolation method which, unlike in [5] , uses a global weighting scheme has been proposed to smooth interpolated image edges. A novel method that rescales the bilinear interpolant pixels to achieve better image interpolation performances has been proposed in [20] , and it demonstrated better performance, particularly, in terms of contrast and intensity increment and decrement as well as in decreasing the brisque-scored-distortions, in the sectored images. In [26] , a cubic interpolation-based method, bicubic, was presented, with a kernel size of sixteen pixels, and generally demonstrates superior performances in terms of image surfaces smoothness than bilinear and nearest interpolation algorithms. Despite that, the determination of the optimal kernel size remains unsolved in digital image interpolation. On top of that, using a larger image pixels kernel require computing more or additional locations to locate and use pixels belonging to those distant locations. To avoid additional location computations, and to ease the determination of meaningful kernel size and information, the image interpolation algorithm, that is based on extrapolating pixels and adjusting them afterward, has been proposed in this paper. Both objective and subjective evaluations have been used to estimate the effects of extrapolated pixels adjustments for image interpolation purposes, using standard test images. Furthermore, ultrasound image data were used to estimate the decrease in distortions in the sectored image. This paper is organized as follows: Part 2 briefly defines the interpolation and extrapolation operations, focusing on their linear versions. Part 3 introduces the extrapolation-based method highlighting the determination of extrapolated pixels and corresponding weights. Part 4 presents experiments and discusses objective and subjective evaluation conducted. Part 5 gives the conclusion.
INTERPOLATION AND EXTRAPOLATION
Interpolation is a method for estimating the value of a function between two known variables [22] . Extrapolation is a method for estimating the value beyond a specific range of a given variable [23] . More details about interpolation and extrapolation are available (in many works found) in the literature and therefore not replicated in this paper. Here, a focus is put on linear interpolation and extrapolation. Linear interpolation involves estimating a new value by connecting two adjacent known variables with a straight line [22] , as shown in Figure 1 . If the two known variables are (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), [22] , then the y value for some point x is given by Equation 1.
( )
Linear extrapolation means creating a tangent line at the end of the known variable and extending it beyond that limit (see Figure 1) ( )
It is important to note that, linear extrapolation will only provide good results when used to extend the graph of an approximately linear function or not too far beyond the known data [24].
EXTRAPOLATION BASED INTERPOLATION METHOD
This is mainly based on finding values for 1 E , 2 E , 3 E and 4 E pixels (shown in Figure 2 ) without computing their corresponding locations -the same way in the 1 P , 2 P , 3 P and 4 P pixels kernel -to achieve a new pixels kernel, for the extrapolation-based interpolation function. Here, four nearest pixels, 1 P , 2 P , 3 P and 4 P form the preliminary pixels kernel and (their corresponding) four extrapolated pixels, 1 e P , 2 e P , 3 e P and 4 e P , are linearly estimated (before adjustment); because other standard methods, used for extrapolation -such as piecewise cubic hermite interpolating polynomial (pchip), modified akima cubic hermite interpolation (makima), cubic spline data interpolation (spline), nearest neighbor interpolation (nearest) -are subjected to greater uncertainty and/or a higher risk of producing meaningless interpolation results, as shown in Table 1 and Table 2 . , where x replaces the numeric number, and n is a very extremely small number, added simply to avoid a result of mathematically undefined operations (even if, it may not be necessary as the conversion to unsigned bit integer may turn such a result to zero).
Now, let us refer to the traditional bilinear interpolation equation, given in [20] to determine the weightsWEx for the adjustment-based extrapolated pixels Ex . In [20] , the distance-based-weights of the pixels, 1 P , 2 P , 3 P and 4 P , are calculated as follows: The distance-based weights for extrapolated pixels adjustments,WEx , are given by Equation 4 .
where, d is a default value set to four. It is important to note that this default value can be redefined adaptively or made variable, since, here, it was made a constant for simplicity purposes. Now, the extrapolation-based interpolation function is given by Equation 5. ( , )
A numerical example is shown in Table 2 . As can be seen, referring to the example of the preliminary kernel of four pixels, used in Table 1 , methods used for extrapolation purposes are at risk of producing meaningless interpolated pixel values. It is therefore important to adjust linearly extrapolated pixels to achieve interpolated values that are within the range of the preliminary pixels kernel. The following part presents experimental results achieved using the extrapolation-based interpolation's Equation 5.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed algorithm based on extrapolating pixels (Xtrapo) has been implemented in MATLAB-R2018a. Among many image quality metrics available in the literature, [13] , [15] , [17] , we only chose the feature similarity index (FSIM) [16] , structural similarity index (SSIM) [17] , peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) [25] and Blind/Referenceless Image Spatial Quality Evaluator (BRISQUE) [14] , as well as the variance and mean based equations metrics for statistical visual representation, shown in Equation 6 and Equation 7, [18] , [19] . The full reference FSIM, SSIM, and PSNR metrics have been chosen to quantify the closeness or similarity of interpolated images against a supposedly pristine reference image while BRISQUE was used for the quantification of image distortions in a referenceless way and case. Here, the aim is to measure the feature, structure, noise-level closeness between interpolated and reference images and rapidly get the idea of how such images would have consisted with subjective evaluations. Getting pristine images or simply inferring reference image for objective evaluation purposes at different interpolation ratios is another problem but not discussed here. However, note that small-sized and some reference images used, in our experiments, were inferred using the Microsoft Picture Manager application. Other two metrics, defined in Equation 6 and Equation 7, consisting of variance and mean equations, have been chosen to define the percentage of increment or decrement of contrast and intensity levels (other key image quality indicators) in each algorithm's interpolated image [19] , [18] .
where, out σ and out μ are the variance and mean of interpolated images, in σ and in μ are the variance and mean of reference images, respectively [19] . Grayscale images, mostly, downloaded from the USC-SIPI Image database have been used as test images, while cardiac ultrasound data used belongs to our research groups. As shown by objective evaluations, for example in Figure 3 with two full-reference metrics FSIM and SSIM, the Xtrapo achieved the highest FSIM values in every case, except at the interpolation ratio that equals to five. Also, Xtrapo achieved the highest SSIM values in the first three cases and lower SSIM values than bilinear, bicubic and lanczos algorithms at interpolation ratios of five, six, seven and eight. Here, it is important to note that the higher FSIM and SSIM values, the better image quality. In Figure 4 , full-reference and non-reference metrics used are PSNR and BRISQUE, respectively and, the Xtrapo achieved the highest PSNR values in most cases, except at the interpolation ratio that equals to five. Also, Xtrapo achieved the lowest BRISQUE scores in most cases except in the first and fifth cases and higher BRISQUE scores than bilinear, bicubic and lanczos at interpolation ratios of two as well as at the ratio equal to five than only the nearest interpolation algorithm. Here, it is important to note that the higher PSNR value, the better quality while the lower BRISQUE score, the better quality. In Figure 5 , the results of the contrast and intensity-based metrics (of the full reference type) were presented, and the Xtrapo algorithm demonstrated a contrast decrement weaker than that of the bilinear algorithm, except at the ratio equals to five, while nearest, bicubic and lanczos achieve the weakest decrement, in most cases. However, the Xtrapo demonstrated the highest intensity increment in all cases compared to all method mentioned, except at ratio equal to five where it demonstrated lowest intensity decrement. An increment (or small decrement) in intensity and contrast generally reflects better performance or image quality. As can be seen in Figure 6 , the Xtrapo achieved the highest FSIM values in most cases, except at the interpolation ratio that equals to five, seven and eight. Also, Xtrapo achieved the highest SSIM values only in two cases involving the ratio equal to two and four. In Figure 7 , the Xtrapo achieved the highest PSNR values in the first three cases and values higher than those achieved by the nearest interpolation algorithm in the remaining cases. Furthermore, Xtrapo achieved the lowest BRISQUE scores in most cases except in the first, fourth and fifth cases and only higher BRISQUE scores than bilinear, bicubic and lanczos at the ratio equal to two as well as at the ratio equal to four and five than only the nearest interpolation algorithm. In Figure 8 , the Xtrapo demonstrated a contrast decrement weaker than that of the bilinear algorithm, in all cases. Here, it is important to note that the bilinear interpolation algorithm is a commonly used method Nf for ultrasound scan conversion for displaying sectored image, [21] . The nearest, bicubic and lanczos algorithms achieved the weakest decrement in all cases. However, Xtrapo demonstrated the highest intensity increment in two cases involving the third and sixth ratio. Xtrapo also demonstrated a lower intensity increment than only the bilinear at the ratios equal to two, four and eight. It demonstrated the lowest intensity increment at the ratio equal to seven.
Figure 8: Contrast and Intensity increment/decrement
It is important to note that finding an objective evaluation metric that consists perfectly with subjective evaluations is not easy. As a routine, full reference metrics seek to label the better quality an interpolated image that looks like the reference image to the greatest extent, trying to consist with subjective evaluations (which is not always correct or matching). For example, in Figure 9 , subjective evaluators would require that small images presented keep the same look (in terms of edges, texture, contrast, etc.) after enlarging or interpolating them. This is required because a closer view of all source details is needed to better and ease observations. As can be seen in Figure 10 , there is no big visible difference between the images interpolated using the bicubic and bilinear interpolation algorithms (which both produces blurriness artefacts, though not to the same extent thus reducing the source image quality to some extent). However, in both cases, there is a big difference between their corresponding small images shown in Figure 9 . In Figure 11 , there is a visible difference between the edge features of images interpolated using the lanczos algorithm (which normally creates ringing artefacts thus reducing the source image quality to some extent) and nearest algorithm (which normally creates aliasing or jaggies artefacts, even in this example, thus reducing the source image quality to some extent). Now, comparing the bicubic, lanczos, nearest and bilinear algorithm images (just mentioned) with the Xtrapo image; it can be understood that, although objective evaluation metrics, generally, demonstrated better Xtrapo algorithm performances (which can be considered as a higher accuracy in image reconstruction), it is still debatable to which extent Xtrapo images look better than other methods images, at the exception of nearest method. This repeats also in images shown in Figure 12 , Figure 13 , and Figure 14 . It is important to note that, if the metrics produced the highest Xtrapo scores, it means that were more closely related to the corresponding reference images which may or may not match with subjective evaluations.
.y Figure 10 : 3x-interpolated images using the bicubic algorithm (left) and bilinear algorithm (right) Figure 11 : 3x-interpolated images using the lanczos algorithm (left) and nearest algorithm (right)
Proc. of SPIE Vol. 10817 108171F-8 Figure 12 : 3x-interpolated images using the xtrapo algorithm (left) and bicubic algorithm (right) Figure 13 : 3x-interpolated images using the bilinear algorithm (left) and lanczos algorithm (right)
As previously mentioned, potential applications of the proposed method may include ultrasound scan conversion for displaying the sectored image. For example, preliminary experiments conducted using the ultrasound data to display the sectored image (on three different frames/images data), has revealed the reduction in BRISQUE-scored-distortions by 0.72%, 0.99%, 0.92% as shown in Table 3 (considering the bilinear's brisque score as the reference or original score and the xtrapo's brisque score as the target or new score). Using the same three cardiac ultrasound image data and comparing the rescaling interpolation method, in [20] , to the Xtrapo method, presented here, the Xtrapo demonstrated superior performances at 0.32%, 0.57%, 0.29%, respectively. Here, note that is important to compare the proposed Xtrapo method against the bilinear interpolation algorithm because the bilinear algorithm is a commonly used interpolation method for scan conversion [21] . Also, it is important to note that since there exists no pristine or reference ultrasound image, only a non-reference metric can be used to estimate increase or decrease in objectively quantifiable distortions with the hope that estimations would satisfy cardiologists observations. 
CONCLUSION
A novel image interpolation algorithm is proposed for interpolation applications. There exists in the literature, many works that demonstrated the improvement of interpolation algorithm performance by focusing on the minimization of visual artefacts. Some works on linear methods suggested the enlargement of the interpolation kernel as the key strategy to achieve higher performances which was not exactly done the same way here since we focused first on linearly extrapolating pixels and adjusting them, in the effort to ease process and improve the interpolation results. Strategies used to find the values for extrapolated pixels, the corresponding adjusted versions and weights were extensively explained in part three. Evaluations were conducted using full-reference and non-reference objective quality metrics, including variance and mean based metrics. Although objective image quality metrics demonstrated that Xtrapo algorithm achieved better performances, in some cases it remained debatable to which extent Xtrapo interpolated images looked better than the others', at the exception of the nearest algorithm images. In our future works, efforts will still be dedicated to the development of advanced algorithms improving further and particularly the quality of the sectored image. Note that, brief preliminary experiments conducted, using three cardiac ultrasound image data, demonstrated the decrease in the brisque-scored-distortions, in the sectored image.
